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Bedouin Travelers
Ancient Bedouins were nomadic.  They traveled from place to place 
herding, fishing, transporting people and goods, and farming when they 
could.  They mostly moved around because there wasn't much water, 
and they followed where the most water was.  

Often Bedouin families traveled together.  Family units were their most 
important division and loyalty was highly valued.  Bedouins also valued 
honor.  Sharaf was the name of their honor code.  Telling the truth was so 
important that they had a special ritual for determining if someone was 
lying.  It was called Bisha, or trial by fire, and involved licking a very hot 
object three times.  If the accused had a burnt tongue from it, they had 
been lying according to the Bisha ceremony.    

Layers of Learning



Ancient Arabia: Unit 1-12
c. 1000 BC  1-12

Arabs tame camels

c. mid 900's 1-12

BC Queen of Sheba,
sometimes called Balqis,

reigns 

c. 500BC   1-12
-100AD        

Kingdom of Sheba reaches
its height

c. 300BC   1-12
-100AD           

Incense Road flourishes

c. 100BC   1-12
-150AD           

Kingdom of Nabataea
becomes powerful
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Color Wheel
Fill in this color wheel.  Start by painting the primary colors in the center ring – red, 
yellow and blue.  Now you'll paint the secondary colors in the middle ring.  Where red 
and blue intersect, mix red and blue on your paint tray and paint it in that section, 
etc.  Now continue to paint the tertiary colors in the outer ring.

Layers of Learning



Color Values
Choose 3 colors and paint the top square of each column with each color.  
Now mix each with either 50% white or 50% black and paint that into the next box.  
Continue to fill the boxes using the 50% rule as you work down.


